Unstable slips have a more urgent presentation. Because of the abrupt change in the position of the capital femoral epiphysis on the femoral shaft (see Figure 1), the shift can occur in a chronic fashion or as an acute slip. SCFE usually occurs during a period of accelerated growth shortly after the onset of puberty. On occasion, the condition occurs in younger children.

SCFE alters the shape of the proximal femur. The alteration — depending on how extensive the deformity is — can cause arthritis in a significant number of people. Research studies examining the etiology of arthritis in adults show that a substantial number of people have joint changes consistent with SCFE. Therefore, it is important to identify and treat SCFE early in an effort to reduce the risk of children developing a severe deformity or osteonecrosis (ON). ON is a devastating complication that can occur when a sudden, unstable slip of the growth plate occurs. See Secondary Complications, Page 3.

In this article, we will discuss SCFE and its:
• Etiologies
• Common symptoms
• Physical-exam markers
• Diagnosis criteria
• Treatment
• Secondary complications

SCFE Classifications and Symptoms
Classifying SCFE is important, because doing so helps determine treatment decisions. The Loder classification, which we use at Gillette, classifies SCFE by whether the slip is stable or unstable. SCFE is classified as stable when a person is able to bear weight on the affected extremity. When weight bearing is not possible, the slip is classified as unstable (see Figure 1).

Children who have stable slips generally complain of persistent groin, thigh or knee pain for weeks or months. During that time, patients remain ambulatory; however, they frequently limp. When an unstable slip develops, there is likely a sudden onset of pain.

Approximately 85 percent of SCFE cases are chronic. In such cases, children often do not recall a specific history of injury. Because their complaints are oftentimes low-grade and somewhat insidious, families typically do not seek medical attention until the child has experienced episodic pain and limping for weeks to months; the average duration of symptoms is five months. Bilateral slips occur in 25 percent of people.

Unstable slips have a more urgent acute presentation. Because of the abrupt change in the alignment of the proximal femur, disruption of the blood vessels to the capital femoral epiphysis can occur. As a result, ON can develop. There are rare reports of ON in children who have stable slipped epiphyses.

Demographics
Elevated body weight might well be the single most important factor in the etiology of SCFE. More than 60 percent of adolescents with SCFE are above the 90th percentile for weight. Boys are twice as likely as girls to have SCFE, and the incidence is higher in certain populations, such as Polynesians.

There is evidence that when a mechanical overload (e.g., an overweight child) occurs on the rapidly growing physis, a gradual or acute slippage through the proximal femoral growth
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plate takes place. Such a shift could occur over days, weeks or months, or it might suddenly displace, resulting in an acute unstable slip.

During a child’s accelerated growth phase, the growth plate is wider and somewhat weaker than at other times during childhood. During this phase, the orientation of the proximal femoral growth plate also changes, becoming increasingly oblique and assuming a more vertical relationship to the proximal femur. As a result, forces that traditionally compress the growth plate develop increased shear forces across the plate. Such shearing makes the growth plate less able to resist shear stresses, and the plate becomes vulnerable to failure. If SCFE occurs in children under age 12, or in children who are slim, one might consider the presence of an endocrinopathy, such as hypothyroidism or renal disease.

**Diagnosis**

If adolescents ages 12 to 16 complain of groin, thigh or knee pain — particularly if they are overweight — evaluate for SCFE, especially if the symptoms have been present for weeks to months.

Typically, a physical examination will suggest the presence of SCFE, even before one obtains X-rays. Adolescents with SCFE often walk with an externally rotated foot on the involved side and demonstrate a Trendelenburg gait (an abnormal gait caused by weakness of the abductor muscles of the lower limb, gluteus medius and gluteus minimus). On the exam table, passive flexion of the hip results in the hip falling into a position of external rotation. In a prone position, an adolescent with SCFE has markedly limited internal hip rotation, which often results in groin or thigh pain.

**Radiographs**

The earliest radiographic abnormality is widening of the growth plate on the affected side, which occurs before a slippage of the growth plate (see Figure 2). As the slip begins to develop, the height of the epiphysis on the antero-posterior (AP) X-ray begins to diminish, a situation some observers describe as the “setting sun” sign.

X-rays will typically confirm a slipped epiphysis. In stable SCFE cases, obtain an AP X-ray of the pelvis and a frog lateral view and/or lateral image of each proximal femur. With a potentially unstable slipped epiphysis, obtain an AP X-ray of the pelvis. If you suspect an unstable slip, do not move the affected limb. Such movement could further damage the relationship between the proximal femur and epiphysis, leading to further disruption of the blood supply.

Lateral X-rays show a posterior translation of the capital femoral epiphysis relative to the femoral neck and shaft. One might note a loss of the normal concavity along the anterior aspect of the femoral neck, which results in the development of a bump or prominence. In a long-standing deformity, the body attempts to stabilize the slipped growth plate with remodeling of the posterior aspect of the femoral neck. A small portion of the capital femoral epiphysis should extend above the Klein’s line on the AP X-ray. Klein’s line is a radiographic line that providers draw with an X-ray pencil along the superior aspect of the femoral neck. If the epiphysis rests below the Klein’s line (as illustrated in Figure 2), SCFE is likely present.

**Treatment**

The goal of SCFE treatment is to prevent further slippage. Immediate treatment is necessary to prevent a chronic but stable slipped epiphysis from suddenly becoming unstable, resulting in the development of ON.

When adolescents are diagnosed, they should see an orthopaedic surgeon immediately. Upon diagnosis — as a precaution to prevent falling — children typically are placed on crutches or given a wheelchair. A fall could result in a stable slip becoming unstable and causing severe long-term consequences.
Surgery for SCFE typically occurs shortly after diagnosis. When an adolescent has a stable slip, the surgeon places a screw (see Figure 3) across the proximal femoral growth plate to stabilize it. The screw stabilizes the epiphysis and reduces the chance that a further slip could occur. If an unstable slip occurs, the surgeon might aspirate the joint or open the hip capsule to reduce the tamponade effect of hematoma that is present in the joint. Hematoma within the joint might increase the risk of developing ON. There is debate regarding treating the contralateral hip.

In the presence of an endocrinopathy, renal disease or SCFE in a child under age 12, the surgeon might recommend pinning of an asymptomatic opposite hip. In an older child with isolated SCFE, pinning of the involved hip is typically undertaken with observation of the other hip. The majority of children must limit their activities for six to 12 weeks, until early physeal stabilization occurs. Removal of the screws is rarely required.

**Secondary Complications**

The most severe and most feared complication of an unstable SCFE is the development of ON. If the blood supply to the proximal femur is lost, treatment options are extremely limited. The proximal femoral epiphysis typically collapses because of the development of early arthritis. Potentially promising treatment options include the use of bisphosphonates or procedures, such as free vascularized fibular grafting, in an attempt to re-establish blood supply.

Chondrolysis is a rare complication in which the joint space rapidly narrows after pinning of a slipped epiphysis. In the past, multiple pins were used to stabilize the slipped epiphysis, and some believe that penetration of the femoral head pin resulted in chondrolysis. With current techniques of single screw placement, chondrolysis occurs rarely.

**Summary**

SCFE is not uncommon. It occurs during the phase of rapid adolescent growth, particularly in individuals who are overweight. Prompt identification and treatment are important factors in reducing the likelihood of a progressive deformity developing. A progressive deformity can predispose an adolescent to an increased risk of arthritis as an adult. Early intervention is critical to reduce the risk that an acute slip will develop and ON will occur.

**Did You Know?**

In northern regions, such as Minnesota, there is a statistically significant increased risk of people presenting with slipped capital femoral epiphysis during the late summer and early fall. Why? One theory is that lack of sun exposure during the previous winter leads to diminished vitamin D absorption. That, in conjunction with rapid growth, leads to an increased weakness within the physis. Children then develop slippage of the growth plate during the summer months and present to their pediatrician, family practitioner or orthopaedist in the late summer or early fall — often with a three- to five-month history of hip pain.
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Referral Information

Gillette accepts referrals from physicians, community professionals and outside agencies. To schedule an outpatient appointment, contact New Patient Services at 651-290-8707, Monday through Friday between 8 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. Physicians who are on staff can admit patients by calling 651-229-3890.

New Patient Services 651-290-8707
Center for Cerebral Palsy 651-290-8712
Center for Craniofacial Services 651-325-2308
Center for Gait and Motion Analysis 651-229-3868
Center for Pediatric Neurosciences 651-312-3176
Center for Pediatric Orthopaedics 651-229-1716
Center for Pediatric Rehabilitation 651-229-3915
Center for Pediatric Rheumatology 651-229-3893
Center for Spina Bifida 651-229-3878
Gillette Lifetime
Specialty Healthcare 651-636-9443

Upcoming Conference

Pediatric Orthopaedic Problems in Primary Care: Assessment, Evaluation and Treatment

Friday, Dec. 5, 2008
8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Gillette Children’s Specialty Healthcare
St. Paul Campus

This course will examine a variety of orthopaedic conditions that primary-care physicians, nurse practitioners or physician assistants often evaluate first. The course will consist of lectures in the morning and small-group interactive sessions in the afternoon. The sessions will highlight and review points of physical examinations, diagnostic work-ups, imaging studies, casting and splinting methods, and treatment-planning processes for various pediatric orthopaedic conditions.

For a full brochure and more information, go to our Web site at www.gillettechildrens.org. If you have questions, contact Amy Schall at 651-265-7387 or 800-719-4040 (toll-free). Or e-mail her at aschall@gillettechildrens.com.

If you are interested in obtaining back issues of A Pediatric Perspective, log on to our Web site at http://www.gillettechildrens.org/default.cfm/PID=1.7.8.1. Issues from 1998 to the present are available.